
Phase 4
MATTAH’S LESSON

PSHE Lesson: 
Realising that we all matter

Literacy Lesson 4
Mathematics Lesson 4

Science (Life Cycle of Stars)
Scale (Physics)

Art Lesson 4
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PSHE

Lesson 4

Mattah

Mattah is somewhat empty and 
can’t see that he really does 
matter. How can we help him feel 
more fulfilled.

LIL’ GIFT

It is just as fulfilling to give as it is to receive. It 
doesn’t have to be something physical either. 
Why not gift someone a compliment, hug or 
even just a smile?

Translation:
A gift can be a physical item 
or a kind word. Anything 
that gets a smile.

ORIGAMI GIFT STARS

Whilst making an origami star have the children 
think about someone they care about or know 
who may feeling low or just in need of cheering 
up, whilst making an origami star. Write a heart 
warming message on the star that you would 
want to share with them. Collect the stars 
on your very own 
universe wall.

Take the time to speak with your child about how Mattah is 
feeling, why he may be feeling this way and if we have ever felt the same. 

Then explore how we can help him or ourselves.

HOW TO HELP ACTIVITY

Tips
Have your child create a whole 

lot of empty origami gift stars for 
friends or other members of the 
family to take and write their own 
messages on.

Create a whole wall display of 
gift stars for everyone to see 

and read all the wonderful 
messages.

Realising that we all matter

DISCUSSION PROMPTS

 What might be making Mattah feel so empty?
 Have we ever experienced a similar feeling? If so why? 
 What could Mattah do to make himself feel more fulfilled? 

 What else could we do to help?



Objectives Realising that we all matter
Extra 

Information

Lesson 4 – Parent/
Child Version.

L.O: 

To Understand 
the Importance of 
Knowing That I 
Have a Purpose. 

To Discover Ways 
That Can Help Me 
Feel Fulfilled.

GUIDANCE – As with all of our PSHE and mental wellness content, if your child does not feel 
comfortable speaking openly about themselves or their own mental health in front of you, they 
should always be given the opportunity to talk to another trusted adult in private.

If your child does not want to participate in this or any other PSHE lesson there is a wide 
selection of mindfulness and creative activities available on our website.

STARTING ACTIVITY – (5 minutes)
Introduce Mattah by showing the PSHE Beastie slide included in this pack on the IWB or as 
handouts. Explain to your child that we will be exploring how he is feeling, how we can help him, 
what it represents and playing a game that could make him feel better.

“Mattah feels somewhat empty and cannot see that he really does matter. How can we help him feel 
more fulfilled?”

GROUP DISCUSSION – Tell your child that Mattah, being a blackhole, tends to feel a bit empty on 
the inside and feels as though he lacks purpose. Together discuss what maybe making him feel this 
way and suggest ways in which we could help him realise that he matters.

MAIN TEACHING – Realising that we all matter. (30 minutes)
Tell your child that in this lesson we will be exploring the meaning of purpose and fulfillment, and 
how we can help ourselves or others who feel as if they maybe do not matter.

Begin by discussing what we might mean by ‘purpose’. In the context of this lesson we might be 
referring to what we do for a living, whether we do anything for a charity, or our community or if 
there is anyone who relies on us for example. 

Ensure your child knows that although they may feel pressure to have a purpose like the ones 
discussed, just being is a purpose in itself. We all play a role in this world no matter how big or small 
that might be, it is always important.

GROUP DISCUSSION – Together discuss all the important things we do in our day to day lives.

Materials Required:
PSHE Beastie slide
The Purpose Circle worksheet
Origami star instructions
Paper
Pens

Key Words: 
Fulfilled
Purpose
Contentment
Matter
Charity
Community
Defines
Cheering up
Heartwarming

Differentiation:
If your child does not want to 
participate in this discussion they 
can work from any of the additional 
worksheets from our website.

Mattah’s Lesson - PSHE

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - PSHE



Objectives Realising that we all matter
Extra 

Information

Now ask your child to try and explain what fulfillment means. Tell your child that it is similar to 
contentment - like feeling full after a lovely meal, or loved after hugging a friend or family member.

Ask your child to share times when they think have felt empty inside and what they think may have 
caused this. Tell them that it is normal to sometimes feel a bit empty, and that it could be caused by 
many things that happen throughout the day, such as an argument with someone you care about, or 
if you get in trouble at school or at home.

GROUP DISCUSSION – Together discuss ways in which we can make ourselves and others feel 
more fulfilled.

How to help Mattah
Now introduce the item that we can use to help Mattah - you can use the PSHE Beastie slide to 
show this in more detail. The item is a ‘Lil’ Gift’ that we can give Mattah to help him feel more fulfilled.

Read the description of the Lil’ Gift: ‘It is just as fulfilling to give as it is to receive. It doesn’t have to 
be something physical either. Why not gift someone a compliment, hug or even just a smile?’

Reminding your child that Mattah occasionally feels as though he doesn’t matter and that he lacks 
purpose, ask them to share how they think the Lil’ Gift could help, and what kinds of things that gift 
could be that would help him.

The Purpose Circle (Supplementary worksheet required)
GUIDANCE – This exercise requires your child to share their thoughts about themselves and you, 
so we suggest ensuring they know they must be kind. You can get another friend or member of the 
family to join in this exercise.

Ensure you and your child both have the purpose circle worksheet and both fill in the top section 
that says “What defines me is / Something I love”

Then swap worksheets (either just between the two of you or if with another friend or member of the 
family pass them on to the next person) and write a short sentence in one of the lines below “This 
gives you purpose, because.” Once you have written one more sentence, pass it on to the next per-
son and so on until it gets back to the person whose worksheet it is.

Your child can then keep these to remind them of their purpose should they at any time feel like Mattah.

Success Criteria:
 I can understand that Mattah feels 

he lacks purpose.
 I can understand that Mattah feels 

he lacks purpose, and I can help 
him to feel more fulfilled.

  I can understand that Mattah feels 
he lacks purpose, I can help him feel 
more fulfilled and I can help myself 
discover my purpose.

Mattah’s Lesson - PSHE
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Objectives Realising that we all matter
Extra 

Information

 Discussion Prompts 
 What might be making Mattah feel so empty and have we ever experienced a similar 
 feeling? If so why? 
 What could Mattah do to make himself feel more fulfilled? 
 What could we do to help?

 Ways to Help
 Physical: Giving someone a gift may help them feel more fulfilled, even if that gift is not a  
 material thing, but a kind word, a smile or a friendly message.
 Mindful: If someone we know feels somewhat empty or that they lack purpose, we can find  
 out things they like to do and do those things with them. Just the same as we could do the  
 things we love to do the most.

MAIN TASK – Origami Gift Stars. (20 minutes)
GUIDANCE – Instructions on how to make an origami star can be found in the Additional 
Worksheets section on the Stargaze Learning Kit page of our website. If possible create a display 
where the stars can be stuck on and share the positive messages with everyone.

Tell your child to think of someone, or some people in their life that they think might be thankful for 
a kind message, or some friendly advice. It could be a family member or a friend, or someone they 
have never met but know could do with some cheering up. 

They can either take these Gift Stars or collect them all to stick up on a display to create one big 
heartwarming universe. 

PLENARY – (5 minutes)
GROUP DISCUSSION – Together explore Mattah further, where he might have come from, what 
he might like to do and considering he is a blackhole, what in the universe could help him find a 
purpose? 

Mattah’s Lesson - PSHE

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - PSHE



The Purpose Circle

Mattah’s Lesson - PSHE

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - PSHE

What defines me is:

This gives you purpose because:

Something I love:

This gives you purpose because:



Objectives Making My Own Sun
Extra 

Information
Reflection Child’s Progress

Mattah’s Lesson - PSHE

Mattah’s Lesson 4 -PSHE



Objectives Extra 
Information

Lesson 4 – Parent/
Child Version.

L.O: 

To Propose Changes 
to Vocabulary, 
Grammar and 
Punctuation to 
Enhance Effects 
and Clarify Meaning.

To Understand 
How to Maximise 
Persuasive Elements 
to my Writing.

STARTING ACTIVITY – (10 minutes)
Recap on the previous lesson with your child and discuss the first draft letters to see if they picked 
up tips on what they could use in their own lessons.

GUIDANCE – If you have also written a persuasive letter swap this with your child and allow them to 
critique your work whilst you critique theirs.

Either swap your persuasive letter with your child’s and read each other’s letter aloud - or just read 
out your child’s letter to them, highlighting any areas that need editing. Encourage them to talk to 
you about how effective their letter was and listen to feedback.

Make sure they are creative with their feedback and understand yours, looking at spelling, punctuation 
and grammar, any use of powerful adjectives. Remind your child of the importance of adjectives in 
persuasive writing.

MAIN TEACHING – Editing Other’s Letters and Final Draft. (20 minutes)
GROUP DISCUSSION – Provide your child with the following examples of persuasive writing and 
speeches and have them analyse what makes them persuasive. Share what you both like about the 
speeches, as well as why and what they may have said differently.

GUIDANCE – Print out the supplementary worksheet with these two persuasive writing examples 
on them.

Martin Luther King (1963) - A speech calling on equality and freedom; a defining moment in 
Black-American History: “[…] one day right there in Alabama little black boys and black girls will be 
able to join hands with little white boys and white girls as sisters and brothers. I have a dream today. 
I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted, and every hill and mountain shall be made 
low, the rough places will be made plain, and the crooked places will be made straight, and the glory 
of the Lord shall be revealed and all flesh shall see it together.”

Greta Thunberg (2019) - A speech made by a 16-year old climate activist at the United Nations 
Climate Action Summit: “You have stolen my dreams and my childhood with your empty words. And 
yet I’m one of the lucky ones. People are suffering. People are dying. Entire ecosystems are collapsing. 
We are in the beginning of a mass extinction, and all you can talk about is money and fairy tales of 
eternal economic growth. How dare you!”

Materials Required:
Persuasive letter (draft) 
Letter template
Peer feedback form
Examples printout

Key Words: 
Cohesion
Effectiveness
Analyse
Ecosystems
Authority
Reasonable 
Audience
Summary
Conclusion

Differentiation:
Additional Support: Provide your 
child with a letter template so their 
focus remains on the persuasive 
writing rather than structuring a 
letter. 
Extension: Ensure that your child 
proof-read their own letter for spelling 
and punctuation errors.

Mattah’s Lesson - Literacy

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Literacy



Objectives Extra 
Information

MAIN TASK – (25 minutes)
Your child now has time to write the final draft of their letter taking influence from the persuasive 
writing examples and making appropriate amendments (from the parts they highlighted in the last 
lesson’s plenary and any additional points that were highlighted in this lesson).   

 Tell the class that the letter should include: 
 An introduction 
 A section making their point or argument 
 Adding details to the point or argument 
 The conclusion or summary of their letter

 And they should aim to do the following:
 Appeal to authority and a wider audience
 Make a reasonable point
 Touch the reader’s heart

PLENARY – (5 minutes)
Have your child read out their final draft letters to you, another member of the family or a friend (they 
should consider using appropriate intonation and volume). 

Mattah’s Lesson - Literacy

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Literacy

Success Criteria:
 Using a letter template, I can 

re-write my persuasive letter, 
making the appropriate changes 
from my draft piece.

 I can re-write my persuasive letter 
making the appropriate changes 
from my draft piece.

  I can re- write my persuasive letter, 
making the appropriate changes 
from my draft piece. I can proof-read 
my letter to ensure there are no 
spelling or punctuation errors (using 
a dictionary if needed).



Objectives Making My Own Sun
Extra 

Information
Reflection Child’s Progress

Mattah’s Lesson - literacy

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Literacy



Objectives Extra 
Information

Objectives Geometry
Extra 

Information

Lesson 4 – Parent/
Child Version.

L.O: 

To Understand the 
Definition of Pi and 
How it Relates to 
Values of a Circle.

Materials Required:
Pens
Squared Paper
Calculator
Fig 1, 2 ,3, 4, 5

Key Words: 
Pi
Diameter
Circumference
Radius
Irrational Numbers
Exponents
Infinite

Differentiation:
If your child is struggling with using 
the formula to calculate circumference 
or area, work with them creating 
example equations to work through 
until they have more confidence in 
substituting values into the formulae.

If your child finishes the worksheet 
quickly, ask them to consider proving 
the formula for the area of a circle on 
their own for a few minutes.

Mattah’s Lesson - Mathematics

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Mathematics

MAIN TEACHING – Easy As Pie. (15 minutes)
GUIDANCE – Display (Figure 1) and ask your child if they are familiar with any of the terms.

After a brief discussion explain that the ‘radius’ is the distance from the centre of a circle to the 
edge, that the ‘diameter’ is the distance between two opposite edges of a circle and equal to twice 
the radius, and that the ‘circumference’ is the perimeter of a circle. 

   

              Figure 1

PARENTAL DISCUSSION – Ask your child to consider the relationship between the diameter and 
the circumference, such as what would happen if one was doubled. Explain that they share a ratio 
meaning that if one were doubled the other would also be doubled.

Tell them that every circle has this ratio and that it has a very special value, ‘Pi’ (π). Explain that just 
like every square has a ratio of 1:4 (with the perimeter being 4 times the length of a side), every circle 
has a ratio of 1: Pi, the circumference is always Pi times the diameter. Or:

  C = Pi x D.

Tell your child that the reason we write Pi and not a number like 4 is because Pi is ‘Irrational’. Explain 
that an irrational number in mathematics is any number that cannot be expressed as either a whole 
number or a fraction. Explain that unlike numbers like 1.25 which can be written as 5/4 or 10/8 etc, 
Pi cannot be expressed as a ratio of two rational numbers. Tell your child that there are many 
irrational numbers in Mathematics such as ‘Tau’, ‘e’ or ‘i’ but that they are only used in more 
advanced Mathematics.



Objectives Extra 
Information

Objectives Geometry
Extra 

Information

Using calculators, have your child complete the following questions:
(answers to 2 decimal places, for calculators without Pi, consider Pi=3.14)

 For a circle of diameter 6, what is the radius and circumference
 For a circle of radius 2, what is the diameter and circumference
 For a circle of circumference 7, what is the radius and diameter

Have your child create additional questions, substituting in different numbers for the radius, 
diameter and circumference until they are confident with using a formula.

MAIN TASK – (35 minutes)
PARENTAL DISCUSSION – Ask your child how they might determine the area of a circle. 
Acknowledge any mention of multiplying the radius or diameter by itself (or any similarities to 
working out the area of other shapes), explaining that it’s not an intuitive solution. 

Tell them that the area can be worked out with the following equation, displaying it for them: 

Area = Pi x Radius².

Ask them if they are aware of what is meant by ‘Radius²’. Explain that the ‘2’ is what is known as an 
exponent, it means that you want the number attached to be multiplied with itself the given number 
of times and that in this case it means you want 2 ‘radius’ multiplied together (Radius x Radius). 
Tell your child that another term for multiplying a number by itself is ‘squaring’ taken from working 
out the area of a square by ‘squaring’ one side length, and so explain they may hear the formula 
referred to as ‘Pi R squared’. 

GUIDANCE – If there is time you can go over the equation notation of not using the multiply sign 
when using algebra but it won’t be touched on in this lesson.

After discussing the formula, using calculators, have your child complete the following questions:
(answers to 2 decimal places, for calculators without Pi, consider Pi=3.14)

 What is the area of a circle with a radius of 3
 What is the area of a circle with a radius of 5
 What is the area of a circle with a radius of 8

Success Criteria:
 I can calculate the circumference 

of a circle using a calculator.
 I can calculate the circumference 

and area of a circle using a 
calculator.

  I can calculate the circumference 
and area of a circle and understand 
the relationship of Pi in the formulae.

Mattah’s Lesson - Mathematics

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Mathematics



Objectives Extra 
Information

Objectives Geometry
Extra 

Information

Have your child create additional questions, substituting different numbers for the radius until they 
are confident with using this formula.

When your child is comfortable with the formula have them complete the supplementary worksheet. 

MINI-PLENARY – (2 minutes)
PARENTAL DISCUSSION – Ask your child to consider how they know the formula for the area of a 
circle is correct.

Explain that it is nice to be able to rely on the work of people that have come before us but that it is 
important to verify and prove that what we learn is correct as not only does it mean our own working 
is more reliable, it can help us get a better grasp on why certain things are the way they are. Tell your 
child that for that reason they will now briefly prove the formula for the area of a circle with relatively 
simple geometry.

     Figure 2                 Figure 3

            Figure 4           Figure 5

Using the figures above as a reference, draw a circle on the board, tell them that it has a radius of 
‘R’ and a circumference that would have to equal ‘Pi x R x 2’ (as in figure 2). Explain that this is the 
case because if the radius is R, the diameter has to be 2 x R and therefore the circumference has to 
be Pi x R x 2. 

Mattah’s Lesson - Mathematics

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Mathematics



Objectives Extra 
Information

Objectives Geometry
Extra 

Information

Ask your child to imagine cutting the circle into 8 equal segments and lining them up, alternating the 
direction they face, display this on the board (as in figure 3). Explain that the length if you followed 
the bumps would be half of the circumference on the top and bottom and that each segment has a 
height of R because they are slices of a circle.

Ask them what they think would happen if there were 16 equal segments instead of 8. Lead them 
towards the idea of the slopes on the ends being more vertical and the bumps on the top being smaller 
(as in figure 4) but that the dimensions and area wouldn’t have changed. Explain that if there were 
instead infinite segments, there would be no slope and no bumps making it a rectangle (as in figure 5). 

Ask your child what the dimensions of this rectangle would be, having them consider that they know 
the height must still be the radius, and the top and bottom must still each be half of the circumference. 
Lead them towards the idea that the dimensions must be a height of R and a length of half of Pi x 2 x 
R or just Pi x R.

Explain that the area of this rectangle must be equal to the area of the initial circle because they have 
just moved the same shape about and so the area of a circle must be equal to the Height x Length of 
this rectangle or ‘Pi x R x R’ or ‘Pi x R²’.

PLENARY – (10 minutes)
If there is time, discuss with your child why they think it’s important that they know the proofs of 
certain formulas and not to just assume that everything they’re being taught is correct. 

To help prompt the discussion, if necessary, ask them if they think it’s possible for professional 
mathematicians to make mistakes. Explain that the only reason we are so sure of common 
equations (like the area of a circle) is because they have been tested thousands of times, but that 
doesn’t mean the same mistake wasn’t made a thousand times.

Mattah’s Lesson - Mathematics

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Mathematics



Geometry - Worksheet
Geometry figures 1 - 5

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3

Figure 4 Figure 5

Mattah’s Lesson - Mathematics

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Mathematics



Geometry - Worksheet
Using a calculator and the figure below as a reference, and assuming Pi = 3.14, answer the following questions to 2 decimal places:

Mattah’s Lesson - Mathematics

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Mathematics

What is the area of a circle with a radius of 2

What is the area of a circle with a radius of 5

What is the area of a circle with a diameter of 3

What is the area of a circle with a diameter of 18

What is the area of a circle with a diameter of 1

What is the radius of a circle with an area of 20

What is the diameter of a circle with an area of 15

What is the area of a circle with a circumference of 12

What is the area of a circle with a circumference of 40

What is the perimeter of a semicircle with an area of 20



Geometry - Worksheet - Answers
Using a calculator and the figure below as a reference, and assuming Pi = 3.14, answer the following questions to 2 decimal places:

Mattah’s Lesson - Mathematics

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Mathematics

12.57

78.54

7.07

254.47

0.79

 2.52

4.37

11.46

127.32

12.97



Objectives Making My Own Sun
Extra 

Information
Reflection Child’s Progress

Mattah’s Lesson - Mathematics

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Mathematics



Objectives Extra 
Information

Objectives Astronomical Distances
Extra 

Information

Lesson 4 – Parent/
Child Version.

L.O: 

To Understand and 
be Able to Explain the 
Life Cycle of a Star.

Materials Required:
Large Sheet of Paper
Colouring Pens
Scissors
Glue
Supplementary sheets
Supplementary figure sheets

Key Words: 
Stellar Nursery
Main sequence
High Density
Red Giant
Red Supergiant
Planetary Nebula
Supernova
White Dwarf
Black Hole
Neutron Star

Mattah’s Lesson - Science

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Science

GUIDANCE – 10 supplementary sheets included with this lesson.

MAIN TEACHING – A Stellar Performance. (5 minutes)
PARENTAL DISCUSSION –  Ask your child if they have ever considered where the Sun came from 
or how it came to be. Do they think it will stay the same forever? Ask if it was always the way it is now 
or if they think it had different stages in its early life and perhaps stages to its later life.

Give time to discuss what these stages may be and consider how much time it must spend in each 
of those stages if it’s been in its current one for all of recorded history. 

With your child warmed up to the idea of the Sun having stages in its life, explain that the Sun, just 
like all other stars, follows a life cycle and that today they will be recreating that life cycle. 

MAIN TASK – (40 minutes)
GUIDANCE – Display, in a random order, each of the 10 supplementary sheets included with this 
lesson. 

Explain that each sheet represents a stage in the life cycle of a star and that they will be reading the 
descriptions and using their detective skills of a scientist to put these stages in order, then create a 
stellar life cycle chart.

Before starting this task, take the time to go through each description (also listed below), allowing 
general discussion on each item.  Make sure the class is comfortable with most of the terminology 
used. 

This task can be completed by your child on their own with your supervision or together as a group 
project. It is recommended to be done as a game where your child is given copies of the supplementary 
sheets in a random order and has to work out where each stage fits based on the descriptions given. 
This is then reviewed before gluing the pictures and descriptions onto the finished chart. However it 
may be beneficial to simply go through them in order, creating the graph as you go.

GUIDANCE – As this chart occasionally branches off in multiple directions, you can decide whether 
to tell your child about these branches or increase the challenge.



Objectives Extra 
Information

Objectives Astronomical Distances
Extra 

Information

Mattah’s Lesson - Science

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Science

Use the figure on the reference sheet and descriptions below to help with this task:

Stellar Nursery - Massive clouds of gas and particles, mostly hydrogen, in space where stars form.

Main Sequence (average) - The main sequence refers to the most common part of a star’s 
life cycle. About 90% of all stars in the sky are main sequence stars including our Sun, they are 
formed in stellar nurseries and have relatively low mass (though still very heavy at 1/10 to 50 
times the mass of our sun).

Main Sequence (high density) - These are like our Sun but formed in stellar nurseries with much 
higher mass (100 to 200 times the mass of our Sun), they burn much hotter and give off a blue or 
white colour unlike the yellow of our Sun.

Red Giant - As stars much like our Sun die, changes in their chemistry cause them to expand. 
Once this change happens it will take less than 5 million years (a very short time for stars) for our 
Sun to expand past Mercury and Venus and maybe even Earth becoming 100 - 1000 times big-
ger. Though this won’t start to happen for billions of years.

Red Supergiant - Much like a Red Giant but formed from high density main sequence stars, they 
are much hotter and much, much bigger, being 1000s of times larger than our Sun. You can see 
one such Red Supergiant with the naked eye at night, Betelguse, forming the right shoulder of 
the Orion constellation. Betelgeuse is approximately 1180 times larger than our Sun and should 
explode into a supernova soon (anytime between now and 10,000 years from now) and when it 
does it will be visible during the day and brighter than the moon at night.

Planetary Nebula - As a Red Giant dies it sheds a lot of its mass forming clouds and particles of 
heavy elements like iron that will later coalesce - gather- under gravity to form planets.

Supernova - Unlike the Red Giant who goes out with a fizz, super-giants go out with a bang, 
they keep growing until they collapse again causing a massive explosion, a supernova. In only 
seconds, the core collapses releasing tremendous amounts of energy and forming the heaviest 
elements such as gold. Almost all the gold on the planet was once formed in the death explosion 
of a gigantic star.

Success Criteria:
 I can describe some of the 

properties of our Sun.
 I can describe some of the 

properties of our Sun, I can 
understand and explain some of 
the differences between our Sun 
and certain other stars.

  I can describe some of the 
properties of our Sun; I can 
describe and explain some of 
the differences between our Sun 
and certain other stars and I can 
describe and explain the life cycle 
of a star.



Objectives Extra 
Information

Objectives Astronomical Distances
Extra 

Information

Mattah’s Lesson - Science

Mattah’s Lesson 4 - Science

White Dwarf - The remains of the core of a Red Giant, small and cool white stars that will be some 
of the last objects in space producing light.

Black Hole - The result of a supernova explosion not just shooting material out into space but 
compressing some of it inwards with such force that the material becomes so dense and massive 
that it can no longer remain stable under its own gravity. This gravity is so powerful, not even 
light, the fastest thing in the universe, is able to escape it. A Black Hole the size of a pea would 
weigh as much as Earth.

Neutron Star - Formed under the same conditions as a Black Hole but not compressed enough 
to have the density of a black hole, instead all matter near it is stripped apart and pulled into its 
dense neutron rich surface. One teaspoon of neutron star weighs as much as Mount Everest.

PLENARY – (15 minutes)
Ask your child to consider the time span of this life cycle. 

PARENTAL DISCUSSION – Together with your child, using the list below add the following 
lifespans to each of the stages of a star. If there is time scramble the list, otherwise simply go 
through the list in order, giving some time for discussion on each item:

All numbers are approximations:
 1. 10 million years - Stellar Nursery
 2. 10-100 Billion Years - Main sequence stars
 3. 20 million years - Main Sequence High Density Stars
 4. 1 Billion Years - Red Giant
 5. 100,000 - 1 Million Years - Red Supergiant
 6. 10,000 years - Planetary Nebula
 7. 1-3 Million years - Supernova  
 8. 100s of billions of years - White Dwarf
 9. 10^67 (a 1 with 67 0s) years - Black Hole
 10. Might never die, only cool down and go dark - Neutron Star



Mattah’s Lesson - Science
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Astronomical Distances - Reference Sheet

Red Giant Planetary Nebula

White Dwarft

Neutron Star

Black HoleSupernova

Average Star

Stellar Nebula

Massive Star

Red Supergiant
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Astronomical Distances - Reference Sheet



Stellar Nursery Main Sequence 
(average)
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Astronomical Distances - Reference Sheet



Red GiantMain Sequence 
(high density)
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Astronomical Distances - Reference Sheet



Planetary NebulaRed Supergiant
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Astronomical Distances - Reference Sheet



White Dwarf Supernova
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Astronomical Distances - Reference Sheet



Neutron StarBlack Hole



Objectives Making My Own Sun
Extra 

Information
Reflection Child’s Progress
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Objectives Extra 
Information

Objectives Scale and Size
Extra 

Information

Lesson 4 – Parent/
Child Version.

L.O: 

 I Understand the 
Relationships 
Between the Smallest 
and Biggest Things in 
the Universe.

Materials Required:
Printed scale from last lesson
Printed objects for the scale
Blue Tack
Pens
Paper

Key Words: 
Atom
DNA
Virus
Blood Cell
Nanometre
Micrometre
Centimetres
Pheromone 
Tonne
Gram
Pound
Stone
Ton

Success Criteria:
 I understand what scale is.
 I understand what scale is and I can 

place different objects on a scale 
of size.

  I understand what scale is, can 
place different objects on a scale 
of size and am beginning to 
understand SI units for small 
things.
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MAIN ACTIVITY – (10 minutes)
GUIDANCE –  Remind your child of the previous lesson, that we covered units of measurement and 
common conversion such as the following.

See if your child can remember what the conversion of each metric is: 

 Kilometre = Metre x 1000   Mile = Metre x 1609.34
 
 Centimetre = Metre / 100   Foot = Metre / 3.281 

MAIN TEACHING – (25 minutes)
Ask your child if they are comfortable with the terms SI units and scientific notation from the 
previous lesson. 

If needed, explain that SI (Systeme Internationale or International System) units are units like meter 
(m) or kilogram (kg), that are the units used in sciences across the world. If a figure is shown in feet 
or stone it should first be converted into the appropriate SI unit before being used in any scientific 
formulas.

PARENTAL DISCUSSION – Together go over some common conversions between non-SI units 
and SI units. Using the conversion table below have volunteers come up with different weights/
masses to convert into the SI unit of mass, kilograms.

 Tonne (metric) = Kilogram x 1000  Stone = Kilogram x 6.35

 Gram = Kilogram / 1000   Pound = Kilogram / 2.2

 Ton (Imperial) = Kilogram x 1016

After your child is comfortable with converting to kilograms, explain that in the last lesson they 
discussed very big numbers, but that in this one they will be talking about very small numbers and 
that there is a scientific notation for that as well. Remind them of the format of scientific notation:
 
 1 x 10 ^ n
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Where ‘n’ is a number that represents the number of times to multiply by 10. Remind them that 
this can be thought of as the number of places you move the decimal point to the right, making the 
number bigger. Ask your child how they might make the decimal point move to the left, making the 
number smaller. Lead them toward the idea of a positive number making it go to the right and so a 
negative number will make it go to the left. 

(Maybe figure of 1 x 10^-4 = 0.0001. with an arrow showing the movement of the decimal point)

Explain that in scientific notation any number multiplied by 10^-n, where -n is any negative number, 
it means to divide the original number n times.

(Maybe figure of 1 x 10^-4 = 0.0001. with an arrow showing the movement of the decimal point)

Together with your child work through the following examples and come up with others until your 
child is comfortable with the premise:

 1x10^-2 = 0.01

 0.0003 = 3x10^-4

 0.27 = 2.7 x 10^-1 
 but acknowledge 27x10^-2 as being technically correct but not proper notation

MAIN TASK – (20 minutes)
Printing out and using the images included in this lesson plan work together to figure out where they 
think the objects go on the scale. 

 Atom: 0.1 Nanometre
 Atoms are the smallest particles that make up the elements (solid, liquid, gas and plasma)  
 and therefore make up absolutely everything that we can see. There are roughly 7*10^27  
 (seven billion, billion, billion) atoms inside a human body.
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 DNA: 5 Nanometres
 DNA determines who we are and indicates that every person in the world is 99% the same.  
 Although a single strand is microscopic, if you were to stretch all of the DNA in your body  
 out it would stretch from earth to the sun and back approximately 600 times. 

 Virus: 20-400 Nanometres
 Something we have all become rather familiar with recently, a virus is an infectious agent  
 that can only multiple in the living cells of animals, plants or bacteria, and spreads by 
 making copies of itself inside those cells.

 Blood Cell: 6-8 Micrometres
 Blood Cells are like couriers of oxygen from your lungs to the rest of your body, then carbon  
 dioxide back to the lungs to be expelled. Sadly, they only live for about 120 days, but we   
 produce 17 million red blood cells every second to make up for it.

 Hair: Diametre of 17-181 Micrometres
 Along with bone marrow, hair is the fastest growing tissue in the human body, a single   
 strand is stronger than copper wire of the same diametre and although not the hairiest of  
 mammals a human has about 150,000 strands of hair on its head.

 Ant: 0.75-52 Millimetres 
 Although a tiny little creepy crawly an ant can lift up to 20 times its own body weight, which  
 is very useful when raiding someone’s picnic. When one is out on the hunt for food it leaves  
 a trail of something called a pheromone, or a scent so it can find its way back to its queen. A  
 queen that can live for many years and have millions of babies.

 Football: 22 centimetres
 Everyone knows what a football is (or a soccer ball if you are in America), but not everyone  
 may know that the first footballs in China were just old clothes sewn together and stuffed  
 with rubble. And the first European footballs were inflated pig bladders.

 Dog: 15-110 Centimetres 
 More than just Man’s best friend, dogs have the intelligence of a two-year old human, can  
 experience emotions such as jealousy and love, have a sense of smell that is about 100,000  
 times stronger than ours and can smell our feelings and illnesses such as cancer, and when  
 trained can poop on demand. 
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 Person: Male 1.7 Metres, Female 1.6 Metres
 There is a lot of stuff that is packed inside what is quite a small package of a person. For   
 example our blood vessels laid out could circle the Earth four times, a lung spread out is   
 as big as a tennis court, our noses can recognise about a trillion different scents   
 and information passes through our nerves at around 400kmph (Kilometres Per Hour). 

 Elephant: Up to 6.5 Metres
 The largest land animal in the world and live up to 70 years, even baby elephants weigh   
 almost 19 stone. An elephant’s ears can tell two species apart and their trunks have about  
 150,000 muscles in them, which is more than ten humans put together.

PLENARY – (5 minutes)
During the lesson ensure that there is space on the existing display for the new items. Once the 
main activity is completed, stick each of the items up on the display and ask your child to share fun 
facts about each item that they learned during the lesson. 

GROUP DISCUSSION – Use this opportunity to see if your child has any questions regarding any 
points from this lesson.
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Scale and Size - Reference Sheet
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Blood Cell: 
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Hair: 
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Lesson 4 –  Parent/
Child Version.

L.O: 

To Create my Own 
Version of the Solar 
System and Properly 
Place the Planets in 
Order of Their 
Closeness to 
the Sun.

Materials Required:
(Paper with Sun glued to the middle)
Things to decorate any additional 
planets or moons such as coloured 
tissue paper, paints, felt tips or any 
colouring tool
White paints or light yellow for 
making small stars
Paint brush or Toothbrush (make 
sure it’s clean first)
Pencils
Paper
Glue stick
PVA glue
Glue spreaders

Key Words: 
Uranus
Jupiter
Galilean
Astronomer
Galileo Galilei
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STARTING ACTIVITY – Beyond! (5 minutes)
Tell your child they have fully mapped each planet as well as our sun and now have a complete 
picture of the Solar System. Remind them about the four thousand two hundred and sixty other 
known planets and even though we may not be able to observe them, see if we can represent them 
on our night sky.

GUIDANCE – Move all the planets off the large piece of paper and get a paintbrush (a new clean 
toothbrush works just as well too)

Put a small amount of paint on the bristles and point the brush towards the paper that has the sun 
glued to the middle.

Get them to run their finger up the bristles towards themselves   and watch as the paint flick towards 
the page creating thousands of tiny stars. (Be careful not to get any on the sun)
Then let those dry while moving onto the next part.

MAIN TEACHING – Astronomical additions! (20 minutes)
Get your child to have a look at all eight of their planets and see if there is anything else, they think 
could accompany them!

Perhaps they would like to make a small version of Earth’s Moon just like how we see it in the sky 
at night? Or how about creating their very own planet that represents them and all the things they 
like? We could even get creative and come up with a way of making all twenty-seven of the moons 
that orbit Uranus by using small circular sweets or buttons. Or the four largest moons of Jupiter 
called the Galilean Moons named after their discoverer famed Italian astronomer Galileo Galilei 
who first spotted them in the year 1609!
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Success Criteria:
 I can create a map using all the 

planets of our solar system.
 I can create a map of our solar 

system and correctly place all the 
planets in order from their distance 
to the sun.

  I can create a map of our solar 
system and correctly place all the 
planets in order from their distance 
to the sun as well as any additional 
moons or features of our solar 
system.
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MAIN TASK –  (30 minutes)
Explain to your child that they will be adding to their map of the Solar System by creating either their 
own unique planet or small moons to orbit the various planets already there. Whatever they decide 
to make next, make sure they keep in mind that as it’s the final lesson it is supposed to be creative 
and fun. Then finally challenge them by seeing if they can put all the planets in the correct order! 
(remember to look at the names written on the back, so they don’t get confused!) 
Once completed – why not stick them down like we did with our Sun and then put their creations up 
on the wall?  

PLENARY  – (5 minutes)
Ask your child to show what they decided to add and why as well as how they each achieved their 
desired outcome.
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